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                  We cannot protect precious habitats and vulnerable wildlife without your support. 
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                  Find out what's happening near you.


Search your local events and reserves
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                  Our work gives young people, children and families a chance to reconnect with the wildlife on their doorstep - why not take a look at what you can join in with? 


Find out more
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                  There are a range of ways you can help local wildlife 


Help protect the counties precious wildlife today
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                  Can you help our local wildlife and wild places? From protecting vulnerable wildlife, to improving precious habitats, find out about the projects and appeals that need your support.


Donate to an appeal
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            Spring’s sopranos

        

        

    
    
        Spring is a time of change, and for our feathered friends thoughts turn from survival to more amorous pursuits. As birds across the UK search for a mate, the landscape fills with song, the chorus…
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            Species groups

        

        

    
    
        Our species groups work to promote the conservation of all threatened species in Hampshire and on the Island, as well as establishing and monitoring their distribution.
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        Have you felt the change in the air in the past week? As the temperatures rise nature is awakening from its winter slumber and new life is appearing in every hidden corner.
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        Clive Chatters, the author of a new book on Britain’s heaths, explains what to look out for, now spring has sprung on our heaths.
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        Another rather wintry spring day.
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        Walking through a wildflower meadow is one of the quintessential experiences of an English spring, and one that many of us look forward to year on year.
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        Across Hampshire and the Isle of Wight individuals and community groups are coming together to take action for nature. Find out who and where they are.
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            Schools & groups

        

        

    
    
        Children and young people should have the chance to have unforgettable experiences exploring and discovering nature. A hands-on connection with nature gives a much better understanding of the environment, as well as being fun! 
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        The Watercress and Winterbournes Landscape Partnership Scheme is community-focused and community-led. Our Community Catchment Groups are integral to the scheme's activities - join to shape the future of your local chalk stream.
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        As our days get gradually longer, the very first spring flowers start to brave the frosty ground, hinting at sunny days ahead.
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            Woodlands in spring 

        

        

    
    
        Celandines, wood anemone, ramsons, violets and bluebells are now all in full bloom in Eaglehead and Bloodstone copse nature reserve, making this morning’s walk to check up on our sheep an absolute…
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        When thinking of bees, naturally you would think they all live in large colonies, with hives humming from the sound of thousands of bees busy at work. However, this is not the case as some bees…
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